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The Balkan Peninsula (Source: Encyclopedia Britannica)

“We should have a list of nine things we can do. Each
is, in itself, a pinprick, but they cause anguish and
pain.
                                                      – Caspar W. Weinberger (1981)

                                   

In the early 1950s, the British government adopted a new approach to conducting covert operations behind the Iron Curtain. Dubbed
“pinpricks” by the head of MI6, Stewart Menzies,[1] it employed overt propaganda and limited covert action to chip away Soviet control.
Pinpricks was well suited to exploit political weakness, target economic vulnerability, promote dissension, and spread distrust. [2] An
intentionally cautious and incrementalist approach, pinpricks avoided actions that might provoke Soviet escalation and retaliation, opting
instead to make Soviet satellite states more of a liability than an asset.

Russian President Vladimir Putin opts for something similar. His method is to promote instability in select geostrategic regions in which
Russia seeks to avert further NATO accessions. Mr. Putin’s objective is to maintain traditional Russian buffer zones, and where practicable,
to expand those zones opportunistically. He sees the Balkans as a Russia-predominant sphere of influence, in which Russia historically has
competed for hegemony with European and Turkish interests. He also seeks to insulate Russian economic interests in the region along with
geopolitical ones. The Balkans region represents an increasingly important geopolitical bridge for Russian energy pipelines to Western
Europe, especially as Russia looks to rebalance its energy transit corridor away from Ukraine.[3] Thus, the Balkans can be said to represent,
at the same time, a Russian geopolitical buffer zone and an economic staging ground.[4] It is classic Mackinder: Russia, as a great power,
endeavors to erect barriers to adversaries and buffer zones for itself.[5]

The region traditionally has served as congenial ground for the exercise of Russian soft power, especially among Serbs for whom cultural,
historic, and religious ties to Russia are strong. Headlines last year in Blick[6] and Handelsblatt[7] phrased it this way:

Hated in the West, a hero in the Balkans: “Putin is our God.”

Mr. Putin “has turned Kosovo into a key part of the narrative concerning the West’s humiliation of Russia.” [8]

The Balkans is central to the Kremlin’s narrative about the post-Cold War normative order being broken, which is deployed
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both externally and inside Russia . . . Muscular foreign policy resonates with a deep-seated view that “might is right,” only that
this time around the West is on the receiving end.[9]

Understanding the Balkans sometimes requires one to reconcile seemingly conflicting perspectives. For example, Leon Aron wrote that Mr.
Putin has continuously pursued “an overarching goal: the recovery of economic, political, and geostrategic assets lost by the Soviet state in
1991.”[10] James Ker-Lindsay rejects this, arguing instead that Russian policy is opportunistically agile and expedient. [11] In fact, both
statements are true at the same time. Mr. Putin is dogged in pursuit of long-term objectives but flexible in adopting the most expedient means
available to him at any given point in time. There is a common historical thread from Mr. Putin’s Balkan strategy back to Imperial Russia’s:

It is true that our political interests are, as they have always been and as they will never cease to be, tightly linked to those of
Orthodoxy [ . . . ] It is an interest of the first order for us to have in our immediate neighborhood populations that are attached
to us by ties of faith.[12]

That passage is from a July 1856 instruction written by Foreign Minister Alexander Gorchakov to the Imperial Russian ambassador in
Constantinople. Today, Mr. Putin substitutes his envisioned “Russia World” (Russkiy Mir) for earlier notions of Mother Russia ( Matushka
Rossiya) and the Orthodox East (Pravoslavnyi Vostok). Contemporary expressions of Slavic sodality take forms like the Balkan Cossack
Army (Balkanskoye kazach’ye voysko “BKV”), a paramilitary group subordinate to the Moscow-based Central Cossack Army [13]
(Tsentral’noye kazach’ye voysko), which Mr. Putin established by presidential decree in April 2014. The BKV’s Gennady Yakovlevich
Temnikov said this in September 2016:

The Orthodox people are as one. Here, we see Russians and Montenegrins and Serbs. We have defended our interests for
centuries so we know the story. We’ve known it since the Battle of Kulikov. We know its heroes.[14]

“Pray to God to preserve Russia,” said the BKV’s chief of Montenegrin affairs, Colonel Slobodan Pejović, who dismissed Montenegro’s
accession discussions with NATO as “unacceptable”.[15]

A Recent BKV Formation in Kotor, Montenegro (Source: Srpska.ru [16])

Confined pockets of prolonged instability give rise to conditions favorable to the piecemeal annexation of territory. [17] Russian actions in the
Balkans do not always entail annexation in a strict de jure sense, but instead, something akin to de facto annexation in the manner of a
vassalage or protectorate.[18] An 1895 account of “Russian armies in their piecemeal annexation” described it as “slow pressure, like the
percolation of water through the sand on the banks of a river.”[19] Foreign Minister Gorchakov warned in 1864 of being drawn “from
annexation to annexation with unforeseen complications.”[20] Russian statecraft has long recognized the risks associated with promoting
instability.

By encouraging the aspirations of nationality with a view to . . . autonomy, we can provoke fatal complications for the future
peace . . . [21]

Russia sometimes becomes a party to conflict-resolution negotiations as a means to influence confined conflicts. [22] This practice allows it
to exploit ceasefire and similar agreements as a maskirovka, behind which it can engage in piecemeal annexations and subversion. [23]
Confined conflicts are sometimes mischaracterized as proxy wars.[24] They are instead manifestations of exploiting divisions and playing
one nation off against another, both longstanding Russian practices. Konstantin Mikhailovich Basiliy, who served as Imperial Russian
ambassador in Constantinople in the mid-19th century, described these practices as “the awakening of nationalities, by all sorts of secret and
open means, in order to sow discord between them and to detach them from the common center . . . [25]

Mr. Putin’s pursuit of regional hegemony through instruments like confined conflicts and instability pockets is much in the style of 19 th century
Imperial Germany:  
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[I]t is fair to say that this instability was confined to his means; the end he tried to compass underwent no change. [The
Kaiser’s] watchword was Deutschland über alles, Germany above all things. The hegemony of the German nation in Europe,
and of possible in the planet, was, and is, the ultimate goal of his policy.[26]

He seems to believe the West operates in a likewise manner in places like Ukraine. Consider this passage from an internal Kremlin
document summarizing discussions about Ukraine at the 2014 Munich Security Conference:

[T]he European Union and the United States are willing to tolerate the country’s disintegration, and do not consider such an
evolvement to be extraordinary. The notion of the EU absorbing a large Eastern European country “piecemeal” not only is
discussed openly by a number of EU officials, but finds support among the ranks of Ukraine’s elite as well.[27]

For a given situation to escalate on its own momentum from an isolated instability pocket to region-wide conflict is inimical to Russian
interests. Secretary of State John Kerry erred when he characterized the Balkans as a “conflict zone” in testimony before the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee in February 2015 (which was extensively quoted in Russian and Balkan media outlets):

If we talk about Serbia, Kosovo, Montenegro, Macedonia, and others—Georgia, Moldova, Transdniestria—they’re all in the
line of fire.[28]

That Russia applies different tactics in the eastern and the western Balkans exemplifies Mr. Putin’s tactical agility in the pursuit of long-term
objectives. His approach in the eastern Balkans expresses a diplomatic synecdoche of a sort. “Russia’s basic strategy in Transdniestria is
the control of the part over the whole,”[29] as one scholar put it. By contrast, in the western Balkans, Mr. Putin “needs merely to generate
instability. He realized long ago the world cares about peace only when blood spills.”[30]

After all, Putin needed another conflict in which he could play the role of mediator. But Bosnia is superior even to Syria—the
“Orthodox king,” protecting his smaller brothers from Western and Islamic foes at the same time—it’s just beautiful! Russians
choke with excitement![31]

This essay considers two Russian “pinpricks” at latitudinal opposite sides of the Balkan Peninsula. In the western Balkans, there is the nation
of Bosnia and Herzegovina’s increasingly restive constituent, the Serb Republic, better known as Republika Srpska. And in the western
Balkans, there is the separatist Transdniestria region (Pridnestrovskaya Moldavskaya Respublika) of the Republic of Moldova, where a
national presidential election is scheduled for late October 2016.

                                   

Transdniestria, the Disagreeable Suitor

“She is displeased at not finding a suitor more agreeable
to her. But while despising the suitor, she accepts his
hand, because there is no other way for her to go where 
she wants to go.”[32]

And so it is with Mr. Putin. He, too, on occasion must accept uncongenial suitors who get him where he wants to go. In early September
2016, Yevgeny Shevchuk,[33] the leader of Moldova’s separatist Transdniestria region—the self-declared Pridnestrovian Moldavian Republic
(Pridnestrovskaya Moldavskaya Respublika)—issued a surprise presidential decree to implement a decade-old national referendum. Mr.
Shevchuk said his intent is to carry out “the will of the Pridnestrovie people on their free accession to the Russian Federation.”
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(Source: UNIAN)

Renewed discussion of accession has at least as much to do with the territory’s internal politics than with any hoped for reunification with
Matushka Rossiya because Mr. Shevchuk’s popularity has plunged in advance of this December’s presidential election in Transdniestria.
While he received nearly a 74 percent majority in the 2011 runoff election, Mr. Shevchuk garnered support from only 14 percent of likely
voters according to a recent opinion survey.

Russian spokesperson Dmitry Peskov had a tellingly ambiguous response to Mr. Shevchuk’s decree:

I’m not aware of any Kremlin reaction. It’s necessary to understand the basis of these actions, but lacking details, I can’t
comment one way or another.[34]

That tepid reaction may reflect the Russian government’s anticipation of a pro-Russian national government after Moldova’s 30 October
presidential election. The likely winner is Igor Dodon, who leads the Moldovan Socialist Party (Partija socialistov Respubliki Moldova ). Mr.
Dodon registered a 38.3 percent plurality in a recent opinion poll[35] and benefits from the inability of Moldova’s four pro-European Union
parties to agree on a single candidate.

Mr. Dodon rejected as inadequate a promise by the national government in Chișinău to establish 100 polling stations for expatriate
Moldovans.[36] According to him, the proper standard is “one voting center for every 3000 voters.” He demanded (in a 6 September
statement posted on his Facebook page) that Chișinău establish 159 voting centers in Russia alone.[37] Allegations of voting fraud will
undoubtedly challenge the legitimacy of the October election’s outcome. Over the past two decades, the number of Moldovans registered to
vote increased by some 500,000, this in a country with a domestic population of about 3.6 million (down from slightly less than 3.7 million in
1996). As of August 2016, Moldova’s Central Elections Commission reported 3,237,032 people were eligible to vote, which is based on
holding a Moldovan residence permit whether or not one lives in the country.[38]

(Source: Novosti Pridnestrov’ya [39])

The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) is attempting after a six-year interruption to revive the so-called “5+2”
format talks between Moldova and Transdniestria.[40] The format provides for direct negotiations between Chișinău and the separatist
Transdniestrian government in Tiraspol  (i.e., the “2”) with the OSCE, Russia, Ukraine, the European Union, and the United States (i.e., the
“5”) acting as mediators and observers. The revived 5+2 talks got off to an inauspicious start at a two-day mid-July conference on
“confidence-building measures”[41] held in Bad Reichenhall, Germany. Moldova’s Deputy Minister of Internal Affairs Sergei Golovach (who
chairs Chișinău’s delegation) referred to members of the Transdniestrian delegation as “separatists.”[42] At an early October 5+2 meeting,
Transdniestrian delegates accused Mr. Golovach of repeatedly referring to them as “the Taliban,” an epithet they called “unbalanced and
odious.”[43]
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Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitri Rogozin made clear in a July 2016 Kommersant interview that his country wants to see a federal
Moldova, one in which Transdniestria “gradually recovers its status as part of a single Moldovan state.”[44]

[I]f Moldovan politicians . . . want to unify with Romania, then it is better to let Transdniestria go in an amicable way. If they
don’t want to unify with Romania but instead remain a sovereign state, one that will protect all its citizens, then it will take
years but those years will not be in vain. They will go toward the restoration of [Moldova’s] territorial integrity . . . [A]ny
politician can say anything, but it is an undeniable fact, even for the fiercest supporters of unification with Romania, [that] if
Moldova were to take a step toward Romania, this sharp turn would cause Transdniestria to fall off.[45]

His real meaning, wrote Georgiy Kukhaleyshvili in the Ukrainian online newspaper Fraza, is this: “Putin wants to turn Transdniestria into a
scarecrow for NATO” (Putin khochet prevratit’ Pridnestrov’ye v pugalo dlya NATO ).[46] Calling Transdniestria “a firing range for Russian
missiles” (poligon dlya rossiyskikh raket), Georgiy Kukhaleyshvili argues that the territory could play a defensive role similar to Crimea.
Transdniestria’s geographic location is ideal to counter NATO’s forward-deployed ballistic missile defense system on the footprint of the
Soviet-era Devaselu airbase in southern Romania.[47]

Russia wants to create a precedent for the incremental taking of stand-alone regions in neighboring post-Soviet states where
there are separatist tendencies . . . [I]t is implicit blackmail against Ukraine. The example of Transdniestria preparing to join
the Russian Federation demonstrates the possibility of repeating this scenario in the Donbas.[48]

The Ukrainian newspaper Ukraí ̈ns’ka pravda called Transdniestria “a trump card—it can be used to destabilize both Moldova and Ukraine’s
Odessa region.” The Russian government’s preferred outcome, Ukraí ̈ns’ka pravda speculated, is a pro-Russian government in Chișinău.
“Shevchuk fears Russia will return the enclave to Moldova, and his circle and other criminal elements will be excluded from the financial
flow.[49]

That being said, Transdniestria is “not as sacred as Crimea,” wrote Vadim Dovar, who added, “An anecdote, repeated twice, isn’t so
funny.”[50] A commentary in the Russian online newspaper Vzglyad reached a similar conclusion. “The Transdniestrian referendum on joining
Russia is not what it seems,” wrote Eugene Krutikov, who continued that its “desire to become part of the Russian Federation only irritates
Moscow” (stremleniye Pridnestrov’ya voyti v sostav RF tol’ko razdrazhayet Moskvu ).[51] He correctly pointed out that the 2006 referendum—
which then-Transdniestrian head Igor Smirnov, who was running for reelection, purposely held the same day as the territory’s presidential
election—asked voters whether they supported Transdniestrian independence, which would leave it free to join the Russian Federation.[52] 
The sine qua non to triggering such a move was “a change in Moldova’s status, for example, its unification with Romania” according to the
Vzglyad commentary.

There’s a fashionable conspiracy theory now, according to which the Kremlin manipulates everything that happens on the
planet, including the behavior of hackers in the US election and the ocean tides, to say nothing of the decrees of the President
of Transdniestria [ . . . ] But there’s a geographical reality that Transdniestria has no common border with Russia and will
become part of Russia only after the first nuclear explosion of World War III, or some other unexpected turn of events, among
which the most promising is an alien invasion (and evil one; the invasion of friendly aliens guarantees nothing) [ . . . ]

Things like Shevchuk’s decrees cannot blow up the situation in the region. Even Ukraine cannot do it. The only real reason for
hostilities to resume or to launch a real process of integration with Russia would be a change in Moldova’s status, for
example, its unification with Romania. But this scenario is no more likely than the arrival of aliens. It’s time for Tiraspol to learn
something important: Moscow is very sensitive to unexpected attempted ‘initiatives’ that destroy its carefully constructed
system of foreign policy vectors [ . . . ]

Much in Transdniestria relies on domestic intrigues, nepotism and complex investment schemes, and nothing positive can
develop in such circumstances. And there’s always a reason to believe it could get even worse.[53]

“Worse” might describe the prospect of Transdniestria morphing into a Balkan Kaliningrad. [54]  The reference is to Russia’s Baltic enclave,
one that the Russian Institute for Strategic Studies’ Igor Nikolaychuk calls “the single most important object in the Russian Federation’s
overall military infrastructure.”[55] An especially disruptive scenario would involve the deployment of Russian short-range ballistic missiles in
Transdniestria. Systems like Russia’s Iskander [56] are used for battlefield support against nearby targets.[57] In confined geographic
theatres like Moldova-Romania, a hypothesized Iskander deployment would directly challenge NATO’s missile defense system based in
southern Romania, which requires defensive depth of at least 500 kilometers (the range of the Iskander-M). The Transdniestrian government
announced in February 2010 that it was prepared to host Russian missiles on its territory. After Moldova’s pro-Russia political party Equality
(Ravnopraviye)[58] asked Russian President Dmitry Medvedev to “take measures to protect Transdniestria against new threats” [59] from
NATO’s planned anti-missile defenses in Romania, President Igor Smirnov stated that he was “prepared to accommodate” any Russian
countermeasures.[60] In late November 2011, then-Russian President Dmitry Medvedev identified a set of asymmetric countermeasures in
response to NATO’s European missile defense architecture. He cautioned that if those countermeasures proved insufficient

[T]he Russian Federation will deploy modern offensive weapon systems in the west and south of the country, ensuring our
ability to take out any part of the US missile defense system in Europe. One step in this process will be to deploy Iskander
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missiles . . .”[61]

Another “worse” scenario might involve (despite what Vzglyad writes) the outbreak of a large-scale conflict along Transdniestria’s eastern
border with Ukraine.

Transdniestria’s eastern border with Ukraine (Source: Wikipedia [62])

This would likely involve the escalation of some localized conflict. On 19 October, for example, Transdniestria’s State Security Committee
(Komitet gosudarstvennoy bezopasnosti PMR “KGB-PMR”) announced that it apprehended six Ukrainian nationals whom it accused of
“engaging in covert surveillance in the vicinity of KGB-PMR exercises” near Kamenka (Camenca in Romanian) on the territory’s western
border with Moldova.[63] 

                                   

Republika Srpska: Welcome, Orthodoxy’s Son

Putin, our friend from St. Petersburg.
The entire Serbian Guard awaits you
Putin, Orthodoxy’s son.
Russia rises up.

We look to the sixteenth of October
All of blessed Serbia awaits you. 
With you, comes so much that is good. 
Our hope, the strength of our Orthodox faith.
                                     – Stanko Lacman-Barič [64]

(Source: Total Croatia News [65])

The western Balkan nation of Bosnia and Herzegovina ( Bosna i Hercegovina or “BiH”) is surrounded on all sides by Croatia, Serbia, and
Montenegro (all former Yugoslav federal republics). BiH’s constituent parts are, respectively, the Serb Republic (Republika Srpska) and the
Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina (“BiH Federation”).
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Republika Srpska (yellow) and BiH Federation (blue) (Source: globalsecurity.org)

Republika Srpska’s brief and troubled history began with its formation in the early 1990s by the Bosnian Serb Assembly ( Skupština
bosanskih Srba). That self-declared representative body of Bosnian Serbs established the “Republic of the Serbs of Bosnia and Herzegovina”
(Republika srpskog naroda Bosne i Hercegovine ) in January 1992. It claimed territorial control of Serb autonomous areas and other Serb
ethnic strongholds within BiH. After the BiH national government in Sarajevo refused to recognize the Republic, it held a national
independence referendum in March 1992 that was boycotted by most Bosnian Serbs. The referendum passed, and an independent BiH
(which included the territory claimed by the Republic) was formally recognized by the European Union the following month. The Bosnian Serb
Assembly promptly declared the Republic’s independence from BiH and adopted the name “Serb Republic” (Republika Srpska), a truncated
version of its earlier one. Its early leaders (including its first president, Radovan Karadžić, later convicted of genocide and war crimes against
Bosnian Muslims and Croats) intended to seek the eventual incorporation of Republika Srpska into a Greater Serbia. In November 1992,
however, the United Nations Security Council called on member-states to recognize BiH’s territorial integrity and affirmed that “any entities
unilaterally declared . . . will not be accepted.”[66]

A recent commentary published by the Serbian veterans’ organization Patriotic Front ( Patriotski Front) answered the rhetorical question
“What does Republika Srpska mean to Serbs?”

Serbia must not abandon Republika Srpska just as it never abandoned Bosnia. Republika Srpska is an independent Serbian
state beyond the borders of the Republic of Serbia, not part of some “invented nation” . . . We are grateful to Milorad Dodik
[the president of Republika Srpska], who despite difficulties managed to preserve the unity of the Republika Srpska and the
Serb people. We are grateful to Russian President Vladimir Putin for his support and assistance to the Serbian people, and for
ensuring our national security and territory. Together we win![67]

“Putin’s man in the Balkans”[68] is how the Austrian newspaper Der Standard characterized Mr. Dodik:

But one must not think that the populist wants to destroy only Bosnia-Herzegovina. It was no accident that Dodik traveled to
Moscow three days before the referendum to meet the Russian President Vladimir Putin. It is about larger geopolitical plans of
the Russian regime. Dodik is not alone as a vassal of Putin’s interests. Similar political figures are also found in Macedonia
and Serbia. Their aim is to weaken the West’s position in the Balkans . . . The fact that the referendum could take place at all
shows the bankruptcy of Western policy in the Balkans.[69]

In late September, Mr. Dodik went ahead with his promised referendum [70] to establish 9 January—the date on which the Bosnian Serb
Assembly in 1992 declared independence—as “Republika Srpska Day” (Dan Republike Srpske). Voters approved the measure almost
unanimously (99.8 percent in favor). The referendum “shows the new geo-political balance in the Balkans,” wrote Der Standard’s Adelheid
Wölfl.[71]
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Republika Srpska President Milorad Dodik (Source: Novorossia Today [72])

The referendum was a reaction to a 2015 decision by the BiH constitutional court, which ruled that the holiday discriminated against non-
Serbs because it falls on a Serbian Orthodox religious holiday. The court was responding to a November 2015 challenge by Bakir
Izetbegović, a member of the BiH tripartite presidency and leader of the predominantly Bosniak (i.e., Bosnian Muslim) political party, the Party
of Democratic Action (Stranka demokratske akcije). The referendum was “a feast for Serbian separatists”[73] in the word of one commentary.
If so, it is an opportunity for Mr. Putin as well.

Supporting Serbian separatism is part of a [Russian] strategy of creating pressure within the European Union, or at least
causing chaos on its periphery. Ideally for the Kremlin, Bosnian Serbs face a choice not only about independence, but also
about the military means to achieve it. This gives rise to another stress point, one to distract the European Union from the
Ukraine conflict, sanctions, and so on. Russia, claiming to act as a humanitarian force defending the Serbian people, would
gladly introduce peacekeepers into the region, and by so doing create yet another platform to bargain with the West, along
with Syria.[74]

Russia’s Pravda concluded, “It is apparent now that the American policy of agglomerating countries out of unagglomerative parts has
failed.”[75] Izvestia and Lenta repeated Mr. Dodik’s admonition that “Republika Srpska could secede from Bosnia and Herzegovina . . . in the
event of any military operations on the part of Bosnian authorities.”[76] The reference is to BiH’s hoped-for NATO accession (it joined NATO’s
Partnership for Peace program in 2006). Republika Srpska looms large in BiH’s relationship with the security alliance. On the one hand, its
threat to declare independence complicates Western political calculations about the advisability and timing of BiH’s accession. On the other
hand, Russia by no means discourages speculation about the effect of Republika Srpska inside NATO.

We must not forget that Yugoslavia for years pursued a policy of “sitting on two chairs,” acting as a “Trojan horse” in the
socialist camp in order to get help from the United States and NATO.[77]

So judged an August 2012 assessment by the Ljubljana-based International Institute for Middle East and Balkan Studies (IFIMES), which
continued:

Current political events clearly point to the existence of a BiH transversal forming a Moscow–Belgrade–Banja Luka [Republika
Srpska’s capital] triangle . . . which at some point could prevent BiH joining [NATO] . . . That transversal would infiltrate into
the security architecture of NATO, the European Union, and other international institutions and agencies that guarantee the
security of Western countries.[78]

The Serbian media portal b92 reported earlier this year that Kosovo—which declared independence from Serbia in February 2008—was
preparing to request formally to join NATO’s Partnership for Peace program.[79] This may further complicate Western calculations about
additional regional security partnerships in the western Balkans, notes a Lenta commentary.

The 22 February 2008 resolution adopted by the Republika Srpska parliament provides that Bosnian Serbs may secede from
Bosnia and Herzegovina if a majority of UN member states and EU states recognize Kosovo’s independence.[80]
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When the February 2008 resolution was adopted, Branislav Dukić—who chaired the Serb Movement of Independent Associations ( Srpski
pokret nezavisnih udruženja “SPONA”)—declared at a rally in Banja Luka:

[If] Kosovo proclaims independence, SPONA will demand the parliament do likewise and extract Republika Srpska from BiH.
We have a right, which is the right of all people to self-determination, one that includes the right to secede.[81]

That trigger—Kosovo declaring independence—had occurred five days earlier. Mr. Dukić reiterated the linkage between Kosovo and
Republika Srpska:

“If Kosovo’s illegal parliament may declare independence, there’s no reason Republika Srpska’s legal parliament wouldn’t
have the same right . . . In the event Kosovo unilaterally declares independence, others can do the same.”[82]

Mr. Putin used a similar argument earlier this year about Kosovo to justify Crimea’s 11 March 2014 “declaration of independence.” [83]
Dismissing “Putin’s pseudo-analogy,” Wulf Lapins argued that it cuts two ways:

For the premise that “what Kosovo is allowed cannot be denied Crimea” means in reverse that “what Crimea is allowed must
also apply to Kosovo” . . . [Mr. Putin’s] government’s implicit message, therefore, reads like a Bible verse: Knock and the door
shall be opened. Not a word about how Russia herself so far has strictly denied Kosovo Albanians the right to self-
determination, one she now expressly demands for the people of Crimea.[84]

That is unlikely to sway Mr. Putin, for whom Republika Srpska is a useful instrument to influence political events in the Balkans, not as an end
in itself.

[A] pro-Russian state within the EU would not, of course, be an unattractive scenario for the Kremlin either . . . Russia can use
Serbia as an effective instrument with which to administer pinpricks to the EU, and thus Moscow remains willing to invest in
the Russian-Serbian friendship.[85]

All this led the Balkan newsmagazine Nedeljink to warn ominously that “War is inevitable in the Balkans.”

Russia is not trying openly to alter the environment in the region. Instead, it aims to strengthen its alliances, to stop the
expansion of NATO, and to defend its economic interests in the Balkans. But in the end, the result may be the collapse of the
existing order in the Balkans. If the West backs Russia into a corner because of Ukraine, Moscow could precipitate a serious
crisis in the region that would include both the EU and NATO simply by giving the Bosnian Serbs the “green light.”[86]

                                   

(An Imagined) History Returns to the Balkans

And what have the centuries brought you?
Madness and experience.
To be or not to be—that is the question.
It’s always yours, Europe.
                                                     – Yuri Kuznetsov The House (1973) [87]

Mr. Putin is adept at formulating narratives to incite existential questions about European geopolitics that many Western leaders—including
prominently, Mr. Obama—sanguinely maintain are relics of a bygone era. Mr. Obama has argued that Mr. Putin need merely disengage
himself from Russia’s historic alignments, something that fundamentally misunderstands the temperament of Russian leaders. Pyotr
Chaadaev wrote in his c.1820s Philosophical Letters of what he called Russia’s “differentness” ( novizny):

It is one of the most lamentable traits of our peculiar civilization that we have yet to discover truths that are commonplace
elsewhere, even among peoples that are in many respects less advanced than us. This is because we have never moved in
concert with the other peoples. We do not belong to any of the great families of the human race. We are neither of the West
nor of the East, and we do not have the traditions of either. We stand, as it were, outside of time . . . [88]

Russian novizny is a fundament of Mr. Putin’s Balkan narrative. He makes common cause with Orthodox Serbs and other disgruntled
peoples who are “geographically inextricable from Europe, yet culturally constructed as ‘the other’.”[89] Mr. Putin’s narrative competes with
what Maria Todorov calls the “persistent hegemonic discourse from the West, continuously disparaging about the Balkans,”[90] as well as the
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hackneyed view that Balkan peoples “were then, and are still, unlike Europe.”[91]

For Balkan territories like Transdniestria and Republika Srpska, “independence meant the ‘return to history.'” [92]

Consequently, the illusion was that a lost line could be embraced, and lost identity could be restored, if carefully sought from a
lost past.[93]

The argued “lost past” is a composite of real and imagined histories that reveals, as George Kennan wrote in the early 1990’s, “how much of
today’s problem has deep roots and how much does not.”[94] It is Mr. Putin’s peculiar genius to craft disruptive narratives around imagined
histories that associate Russia with a common lost past and a shared differentness.

President Obama’s hubristic declaration that the United States “doesn’t do pinpricks”[95] rings hollow, according to Lionel Beehner.

“The comment was obviously meant to reassure our allies that we have their backs and will enforce our red lines with
overwhelming force if necessary . . . But ever since the winding down of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, and with the
possible exception of Libya, it would seem the United States only does pinpricks.”[96]

Ambassador James F. Jeffrey writes, “To move the needle from a pinprick to something of lasting strategic value, the President must
overcome his aversion to using force.”[97] Mr. Obama has not, alas, done so.

[T]he result is that such strategies provoke increased deception and aggression as extremists cynically exploit the
democracies’ moral confusion, defense cuts, withdrawals, half-hearted ideological combat, “pin prick” military approaches,
and diplomatic trust.[98]

Mr. Putin’s pinprick strategy is qualitatively different from the one Mr. Obama dismisses. While Mr. Obama “continues his policy of
disengagement . . . [and has] no intention of backing his words with action,”[99] writes Gary Kasparov, Mr. Putin deals effectively in
provocations and demonstrations:

[Mr. Putin’s] pinpricks in the side of NATO . . . serve the important domestic purpose of showing Russia’s population that the
government stands up to the West and forges its own path internationally.[100]

And when a confined conflict goes hot as in eastern Ukraine, observes Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Mr. Putin deftly exploits pinpricks to avoid
“hav[ing] to consider real concessions”[101]

The challenge faced by the United States in Transdniestria and Republika Srpska is the product of serial misjudgments about Russian
intentions and inurement to Western sanctions more than anything peculiarly Balkan. The regional security environment could deteriorate
quickly if today’s (somewhat) contained situation in Transdniestria becomes a larger Moldovan crisis upon the election of an abjectly pro-
Russia national government, given the country’s position as a veritable geographic wedge between Romania and Ukraine.

Ballistic missile and missile defensive systems are a persistent and growing threat to regional security. Russia’s Iskander short-range
ballistic missile system, a recent CIA research report noted, “is a weapon that can affect the military-political situation in the regions of the
world when it is positioned in in states that do not have a large territory.” Were Russia to deploy Iskander in Transdniestria (or worse, in
western Moldova), NATO would be challenged to reestablish depth for its “Aegis Ashore” missile defense system based in southern
Romania.

The author contends mismanagement of the United States’ relationship with Russia over the past several years has been punctuated by
rhetorical slights and bellicoseness. So it is perhaps worth ending with an extended quote from George Kennan’s famous 1947 essay, “The
Sources of Soviet Conduct.”   

In these circumstances it is clear that the main element of any United States policy toward the Soviet Union must be that of
long-term, patient but firm and vigilant containment of Russian expansive tendencies. It is important to note, however, that
such a policy has nothing to do with outward histrionics: with threats or blustering or superfluous gestures of outward
“toughness.” While the Kremlin is basically flexible in its reaction to political realities, it is by no means unamenable to
considerations of prestige. Like almost any other government, it can be placed by tactless and threatening gestures in a
position where it cannot afford to yield even though this might be dictated by its sense of realism. The Russian leaders are
keen judges of human psychology, and as such they are highly conscious that loss of temper and of self-control is never a
source of strength in political affairs. They are quick to exploit such evidences of weakness. For these reasons it is a sine qua
non of successful dealing with Russia that the foreign government in question should remain at all times cool and collected
and that its demands on Russian policy should be put forward in such a manner as to leave the way open for a compliance not
too detrimental to Russian prestige.[102]
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Mr. Putin’s pinpricks approach has had the inherent advantage of not requiring that Russia take and hold large territorial expanses, while at
the same time (and at a lesser cost) complicating the defenders’ map. It is perhaps Russia’s best hope of checking NATO expansion—either
by means of a blocking strategy that exploits the geographic position of separatist enclaves, or in the event a friendly government takes office
in Moldova by removing it from the accession queue entirely. Western leaders must rediscover a seriousness of approach to match their
purpose in the Balkans. This will require them to find ways to reengage Russia, lest pinpricks populated with missile systems mutate into
something of an order of magnitude more dangerous than today’s already volatile security environment.
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